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Abstract. Intraocular scattering can become an important source of
optical degradation in the aging eye. To evaluate its relative contribu-
tion to the ocular modulation transfer function �MTF�, a compact, dual
experimental system comprising a laser ray tracing �LRT� wavefront
sensor and a double-pass setup is used. An aberrometric MTF is esti-
mated from aberration measurements, whereas a second MTF is de-
rived from the double-pass point-spread function. While the former
only accounts for the effect of aberrations �up to seventh order�, the
double-pass MTF includes the combined effect of both scattering and
aberrations. A 532-nm laser light source is used to minimize choroidal
scattering. Measurements are done on 19 normal, healthy eyes from
three groups of subjects of different ages. The two MTFs are obtained
for a 6-mm pupil diameter and partial refractive compensation. In-
traocular scattering is modeled as a random wavefront aberration
characterized by its variance and correlation length. These parameters
are fitted from the differences between both MTFs. Our results show
that double-pass and LRT techniques provide similar MTFs for most
normal eyes, although small amounts of scattering, or high-order ab-
errations, could be measured in some eyes. A gradual increase in
intraocular scattering with age is also observed. © 2007 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2756539�
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Introduction

he optical quality of the eye is determined by three factors:
iffraction, aberrations, and scattering. Diffraction imposes a
undamental limit to the performance of any optical system,
hereas aberrations constitute the main source of optical deg-

adation in normal eyes. Several methods have been devel-
ped or adapted in the last decade to cope with the special
onditions of in-vivo objective measurements of human eye
berrations �i.e., light passing twice through the optical me-
ia�: the Hartmann-Shack �HS� wavefront sensor,1 the laser
ay tracing �LRT� method,2 the crossed-cylinder aberroscope,3

nd the spatially resolved refractometer,4 among others. Com-
ercial versions of these systems have favored an increasing

umber of studies on eye monochromatic aberrations, while
heir clinical application has quickened their development, es-
ecially in the case of refractive surgery. Typically, the ocular
avefront aberration is expanded in a set of Zernike polyno-
ials up to a certain order5 �usually from fifth to seventh�.
his means that finer details of the wavefront aberration, typi-
ally below 100 �m, are not recovered by these devices.
herefore, by measuring the coarse features of the wavefront
berration, aberrometry focuses on small-angle effects. These
ainly affect the core of the point-spread function, and hence
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neglect the wide-angle effects, dominated by scattering �and
very high-order aberrations�.

Concerning intraocular scattering, its objective measure-
ment has experienced a much slower development, despite its
role in such important pathologies as cataracts or dry eye. In
the medical practice, detection of intraocular scattering has
relied traditionally on backscattering measurements �slit lamp,
Scheimpflug cameras, etc.�. Recently, this field has been wid-
ened by the application of dynamic light scattering, which
provides the size distribution of possible scatterers in the hu-
man lens.6 Forward scattering measurement methods were
first developed to identify the sources of glare in the human
eye. Subjective veiling-glare functions were first obtained
many decades ago,7–11 and several objective in-vitro measure-
ments of scattering in the eye12 or in the crystalline lens13

have been reported as well. Decades of studies on disability
glare have led to the recent publication of the CIE equations
for disability glare,14 which establish a set of glare equations
valid over several angle domains.

However, objective in-vivo forward scattering measure-
ment techniques have not been available until recently. Basi-
cally, the methods described in the literature rely on double-
pass imaging techniques, which try to quantify the optical
effects of scattering on the retinal image. Double-pass imag-
ing has been employed either alone, or in combination with
other measurements, to provide several metrics of the degree
1083-3668/2007/12�4�/044018/9/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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f scattering, ranging from the spreading of the double-pass
mage15–17 to the degree of polarization.18 There are two main
imitations in these objective double-pass imaging approaches
o analyze scattering. Intraocular scattering produces a wide
nd dim halo on the retina. This wide spread derives from
articles of small size, a few micrometers, and the intensity is
ypically several orders of magnitude lower than the peak of
he point-spread function �PSF�. These two properties make
he detection of scattering halos particularly difficult by
ouble-pass systems, since the field of view in a double-pass
mage is usually narrow, 2 to 4 deg, and the dynamic range of
he charge-coupled device �CCD� cameras is limited to about
hree orders of magnitude. Furthermore, depending of the
avelength used �i.e., red or near-infrared�, the contribution
f light scattered by blood vessels from the choroids to the
ouble-pass image may be even stronger than the faint retinal
alo, thus masking it. Consequently, we have designed care-
ully our experimental system to optimize these variables,
amely field of view, dynamic range, and wavelength.

In addition to a careful experimental design, a further en-
ancement of these methods can be achieved by making use
f an adequate theoretical framework to improve the data
nalysis. Several models of intraocular scattering have been
roposed in the literature,19–24 either based on theoretical or
mpirical backgrounds. Nevertheless, we have opted for a
odel based on the concept of equivalent diffuser,25 i.e., a

hase screen or rough surface. This is a simple approach that
ermits us to apply a rigorous theoretical framework.

Our experimental approach is similar to those developed in
efs. 26 and 27, and hence it is based on a combination of
oth aberrometric and double-pass measurements. A laser ray
racing aberrometer2 was used to obtain the wavefront aberra-
ion �up to a certain order, limited by the finite spatial sam-
ling� and information on the Stiles-Crawford effect. From
hese data, the aberrometric MTF was then calculated. A
ouble-pass device28 provided the complete �that is, including

ig. 1 An schematic view of the dual optical setup. ND, neutral densit
perture stop �exit�; M, mirror; PBS, pellicle beamsplitter; CCD, charg
3, 80 mm; L4, L5, and L8, 100 mm; and L7, 25 mm.
ll aberrations and scattering� modulation transfer function of
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the eye. An estimate of the degrading effect of both scattering
and higher-order aberrations could be obtained from a direct
comparison of both MTF measurements, while a simple,
rough surface equivalent diffuser model of intraocular
scattering25 permitted the quantification of the degree of scat-
tering in a straight manner. The comparison between MTFs is
simplified by the fact that both apparatus are built into a
single experimental system, thus allowing a careful correction
of possible differences in focus or in eye alignment, which
could yield misleading results. Another fundamental advan-
tage of our experimental setup is the use of a green laser
source �532 nm�, which minimizes the scattering from blood
vessels and deeper layers other than the photoreceptor outer
segments.29 This additional source of scattering could have a
greater influence on double-pass aerial images obtained under
red or infrared illumination.30 Our results show that, in most
subjects, the differences between aberrometric and double-
pass MTFs are small and below measurement errors. As in
previous studies,17,31–33 we also observe a trend to increase
intraocular scattering with age.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Apparatus
A laser ray tracing wavefront sensor and a double-pass setup
were combined into a compact dual experimental system �Fig.
1� to obtain the ocular MTF in two different ways. Both sub-
systems share most of the optical path, including a Badal
optometer and a cooled scientific camera �CCD2� to register
both LRT and double-pass retinal images. An additional cam-
era �CCD1� was used to monitor the pupil. This permits us
both a better pupil alignment and later the chance to correct
those small pupil displacements that may occur during aber-
ration measurements. A green laser source �532 nm� was used
to minimize the contribution of scattering30 from blood ves-
sels �retina and choroid�. The laser ray tracing method has

2

BS, beamsplitter; SF, spatial filter; ASen, aperture stop �entrance�; ASex,
led device; IF, interference filter; L1, 120-mm focal lens; L2, 140 mm;
y filter;
e-coup
been described in detail before. This particular implementa-
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ion incorporates a single two-axis tip/tilt beam steering mir-
or. In this way, we avoid the astigmatism inherent in two-
irror scanners. The system delivers, sequentially, a bundle of

aser pencils �rays� that samples the pupil in a hexagonal grid.
lthough in the present experiment we used 37 rays, both the

ampling pattern and density are freely programmable. For
ach ray, two images corresponding to the pupil and the retina
re recorded simultaneously, the former to detect any possible
ye movement. In the current configuration, each measure-
ent takes 2 sec, closely matching typical double-pass expo-

ures. The maximum laser power on the cornea was 16 �W,
ell below international safety standards.34 An expansion in
ernike polynomials �up to seventh order� of the wavefront
berration was obtained from the centroids of the recorded
etinal spots. The integrated intensity of each spot was then
sed to obtain an estimate of the Stiles-Crawford effect,
hich also affects the MTF for the pupil diameters involved

6 mm�. From these data, we built the complex pupil
unction,35 and computed the modulus of its autocorrelation,
hat is, the aberrometric MTF. This aberrometric MTF does
ot include the effect of scattering or very high order of ab-
rrations, since details of the wavefront aberration finer than
he spacing between rays �about 800 �m here� are missed. In
ddition, there is a lower limit set by the spatial average of
ach Gaussian ray in the pupil plane �roughly 150 �m full-
idth at half-maximum�. These missed details will have an

ffect mainly on the lower frequencies in the MTF.
The second subsystem, sharing the same optical path as the

RT, is a symmetric double-pass device. A spatially filtered
ollimated beam of light is delivered into the eye and the
erial image is recorded. Our setup �see Fig. 1� uses a spatial
lter �SF� consisting of a 40� microscope objective and a
0-�m pinhole in its focus; a 120-mm focal lens �L1� colli-
ates the point-like source, and two artificial pupils of
mm diam �ASen and ASex� guarantee a symmetric configu-

ation. The camera �CCD2� uses a 100-mm objective cover-
ng a total field angle of 3.9�3.9 deg. A small correction to
ccount for the finite sampling of the camera was applied.
xposure time never exceeded 5 sec �typically 2.5 sec�, and

he incident power at the cornea was below 0.5 �W, again
bserving international safety standards. When both entrance
nd exit pupils are equal, and under the assumption of
soplanatism and incoherent imaging �long exposures�, the
erial image corresponds to the autocorrelation of the one-
ass point-spread function �PSF�.28 Thus, using the Wiener-
hinchin theorem, the double-pass MTF can be calculated as

he square root of the inverse Fourier transform of the double-
ass image. The symmetric double-pass system does not per-
it us to retrieve the phase transfer function �PTF�, and hence

he complex optical transfer function �OTF�, but only the
TF is necessary to determine the contribution of scattering

o the optical quality of the eye.
Aberrations have a deleterious effect on the MTF, espe-

ially for bigger pupils, and hence they must be either mini-
ized or balanced, equally in both subsystems. Since most of

he optical path is common to both subsystems, any discrep-
ncy would come from the collimating lenses �L1 and L2 in
ig. 1�. Additionally, the CCD objective must be placed to
nsure a symmetric configuration in the double-pass setup.

his implies that both the pinhole �double pass� and the steer-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044018-
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ing mirror �LRT� should be equally imaged on the CCD plane
with the highest possible precision. With this aim, we per-
formed an iterative calibration by means of a set of trial lenses
placed in front of an artificial eye consisting of a 200-mm
lens doublet corrected for spherical aberration and a rotating
white screen that acts as an “artificial retina.” This iterative
calibration permitted us a fine tuning of the position of the
collimating lenses, L1 and L2, and CCD objective L8. Finally,
a finer calibration was performed using a set of phase plates,
placed in front of the artificial eye, which generates known
amounts of single mode aberrations.36

2.2 Subjects
Measurements were done on 19 normal, healthy eyes from
three groups of subjects of different ages �28±3, 42±3, and
65±2 years�. A partial compensation of spherical ametropia
was applied by means of a Badal optometer, according to
previous aberration measurements. Subjects’ pupils were di-
lated by instillation of 2 drops of tropicamide 1%; the second
drop, 5 min after the first one. The measurements started
30 min after the first drop. Each session �typically including
from five to ten consecutive measurements with each sub-
system� lasted about half an hour per eye. Additional drops of
tropicamide were instilled if the session extended beyond this
point. The two MTFs were obtained for a 6-mm pupil diam-
eter. All the subjects underwent a previous slit-lamp examina-
tion where early stage cataracts �grade 1 or less, according to
the Lens Opacities Classification System III37� were detected
in six eyes from the two older groups. These eyes are subse-
quently identified throughout the study. Informed consent was
obtained from all the subjects, and the experimental proce-
dures followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Laser ray tracing measurements and double-pass images
were processed after subtraction of background images to re-
duce the amount of stray light from the optical setup. Addi-
tionally, double-pass images were thresholded to eliminate
readout noise from the camera and possible background and
stray light coming from specular reflections from the cornea
or other optical surfaces of the system. For this purpose, a
small patch �16 min arc� in the corners of the double-pass
image, about 2.6 deg away from the center, was analyzed.
The threshold level was calculated as the mean value plus
three standard deviations. This threshold was subsequently
taken into account when obtaining the aberrometric MTF.
Hence, we first calculated the double-pass PSF from the ab-
errometric data and then applied the dynamic range of the
camera �maximum and threshold intensities� before comput-
ing the MTF, otherwise some of the intensity in the tails of the
aberrometric point-spread function would be included in the
calculation �after neglecting it in the double-pass measure-
ments�. Nevertheless, this correction was usually negligible,
except for highly aberrated eyes.

2.3 Scattering Model
Intraocular scattering was modeled as an equivalent phase
screen Gaussian diffuser placed at the pupil plane.25 This kind
of phase screen can be described as a random wavefront ab-
erration with Gaussian distribution and zero mean. Its scatter-
ing properties are then characterized by the standard deviation

� �roughness�, and the correlation length r0 �grain size� of the
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ptical path difference �OPD� introduced by the diffuser.
hase difference is directly proportional to the OPD, both
uantities being related through the wavelength. An exponen-
ial autocorrelation function of the OPD was employed, since
t produces a theoretical halo with an angular dependence pro-
ortional to �−3, similar to that of the CIE small angle disabil-
ty glare equation14 at small angles. Thus, the complete wave-
ront aberration of the eye can be decomposed into two
dditive terms: a deterministic term �Wab� and a random com-
onent �Wscat�. Therefore, the complete optical transfer func-
ion �OTF� can be expressed as the autocorrelation of the
omplex pupil function:

OTFab+sc� �

�f�
,

�

�f�
� =�

−�

+� �
−�

+�

P���,���P*��� − �,�� − ��

�exp�ik�Wscat���,���

− Wscat��� − �,�� − ���	d��d��, �1�

here � and � are pupil coordinates, � is the wavelength, f� is
he focal length, k is the wave number, and P�� ,��
T�� ,��exp�ikWab�� ,��� is the complex pupil function,
here T�� ,�� is the effective pupil transmittance. Assuming

hat Wab and Wscat are uncorrelated, their effect on the OTF

ig. 2 Radial average of �a� the double-pass point spread functions
nd �b� modulation transfer functions corresponding to a 44-years-old
ubject’s aberrations �solid line� plus equivalent diffusers with the
ame correlation length, r0=100 �m, but different RMS roughness,
=0.030 �m �dotted line� and �=0.050 �m �dot-dashed line�.
an be separated into two multiplicative terms,
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OTFab+sc� �

�f�
,

�

�f�
� = OTFab� �

�f�
,

�

�f�
�

��
−�

+� �
−�

+�

exp�ik�Wscat���,���

− Wscat��� − �,�� − ���	d��d��.

�2�

Following the formulation developed by Beckmann,38,39 we
can average then over an ensemble of random realizations,
and obtain the MTF:

MTFab+sc�u,v� = MTFab�u,v�

�exp�− k2�2�1 − C��f�u,�f�v��	 , �3�

where u and v are frequency coordinates, and � and
C��f�u ,�f�v� are the standard deviation and the autocorrela-
tion function of Wscat, respectively. As we said before, we
assume that the autocorrelation is an exponential function
C�u ,v�=exp�−�u2+v2�1/2 /r0�. Finally, the exponential in Eq.
�3� can be expanded in the following Taylor series:

MTFab+sc�u,v� = MTFab�u,v� � exp�− k2�2�

� 

n=0

�
k2n�2nCn��f�u,�f�v�

n!
. �4�

The number of terms to preserve in the series of Eq. �4� is
related to the magnitude of k2�2. Since in normal healthy eyes
the amount of scattering is known to be small, we could as-

2 2

Fig. 3 Radial average of �a� the double-pass point spread functions
and �b� modulation transfer functions corresponding to a 44-years-old
subject’s aberrations �solid line� plus equivalent diffusers with the
same RMS roughness, �=0.050 �m, but different correlation length,
r0=10 �m �dotted line� and r0=100 �m �dot-dashed line�.
sume that the weak diffuser approximation �k � �1� may be
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alid. In such a case, we can neglect the contribution of terms
ith n	1 in Eq. �4�:

MTFab+sc�u,v� = MTFab�u,v� � exp�− k2�2�

��1 + k2�2exp�−
�f�

r0
�u2 + v2�1/2� .

�5�

or young healthy subjects, this weak diffuser approximation
ay be good enough. Nevertheless, to be more general, typi-

ally we used up to five terms �n=4� in Eq. �4�, trying to
alance accuracy and computational simplicity.

The theoretical effect of the parameters � and r0 on the
ouble-pass PSF and MTF is illustrated with two examples in
igs. 2 and 3. The standard deviation �or RMS roughness� �

s straightforwardly related to the quotient of MTF volumes
nd thus to the quotient of Strehl ratios. As can be seen in Fig.
�a�, as the roughness increases, the amount of light in the
ore of the PSF diminishes while it grows in the tails. In other
ords, � determines the amount of scattered light that goes to

he halo. As the halo grows, there is a predominance of low
patial frequencies in the PSF and, consequently, a decrease
f the MTF at medium to high frequencies. This translates
nto a reduction of the volume in the MTF �Fig. 2�b��. On the
ther hand, the parameter r0 is linked to the spatial extent of
he scattering halo: the smaller the correlation length, the
ider the halo and vice versa �Fig. 3�a��. Thus, a small cor-

elation length would have a strong impact on low frequen-
ies, whereas a higher correlation length would affect a higher
ange of frequencies �Fig. 3�b��. This behavior can be easily

ig. 4 Calibration results for second-order aberrations, �a� defocus
0.25 D� and �b� astigmatism �−0.25 at 90 deg�, displaying the radial
verage of the aberrometric �dashed line� and double-pass �solid line�
odulation transfer functions.
redicted from Eq. �5�. In fact, aberrations such as coma or

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044018-
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spherical aberration can be seen as realizations of a random
wavefront aberration with a very high correlation length �of
the order of the pupil radius�.

The theoretical formulation of the model �Eq. �4�� was
used to perform a nonlinear fit to obtain both the standard
deviation � and the correlation length r0 of the equivalent
phase screen diffuser, from the measured 2-D MTFs �that is,
MTFab and MTFab+sc�. In this analysis, only values of the
MTFs up to an effective cut-off frequency were considered.
This cut-off frequency was defined as the angular frequency
where the radially averaged MTF arrive at a lower plateau
�constant experimental noise level�. Initial guess values for
the standard deviation were estimated from the quotient be-
tween the double-pass and the aberrometric MTFs �first term
in the series of Eq. �4��. For the correlation length r0, we used
a constant initial guess of 7 �m, roughly corresponding to the
wavefront sampling equivalent to the double-pass image
width. In addition, 7 �m is compatible with the size of po-
tential scatterers such as epithelium cells in the lens. Conver-

Fig. 5 Radial average of the double-pass �solid line� and aberrometric
�dashed line� modulation transfer functions for some samples of a
calibration set of monomode phase plates. From top to bottom, results
corresponding to plates �a� Z4

−2 �0.333 �m�, �b� Z6
2 �0.233 �m�, and

�c� Z7
5 �0.221 �m�.
gence was usually reached after a few iterations.
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Results
he results of the calibration on the artificial eye are displayed

n Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 compares the radial average �com-
uted as the mean over all orientations� of the double-pass
continuous lines� and aberrometric �dashed lines� MTFs of
ure defocus �Fig. 4�a�� and pure astigmatism �Fig. 4�b��. Fig-
re 5 shows a similar comparison, now for three different
igher-order Zernike modes �Z4

−2 ,Z6
2 ,Z7

5� produced by the cor-
esponding three phase plates from the calibration set. In all
ases, both MTFs are almost overlapped, which means that
ither scattering or aberrations of higher orders were not de-
ected by our device. This behavior was expected in all cases
epresented in both figures due to the high optical quality of
he artificial eye lens as well as the photoresist layer and glass
ubstrate in the case of the phase plates. Nevertheless, such a
emarkable agreement was reached only after a careful and
ethodical calibration of the dual system.
In Fig. 6 we summarize the MTF measurements in human

ig. 6 Radial average of the double-pass �solid line� and aberrometric
dashed line� modulation transfer functions averaged over each age
roup. Also displayed are the confidence intervals �shadowed areas�.
rom top to bottom, results correspond to subjects in the �a� young,
b� middle-aged, and �c� oldest groups.
yes. Each panel displays the mean aberrometric �dashed line�

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044018-
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and double-pass �continuous line� MTFs �radial average�, to-
gether with their standard deviations �shaded areas�, for each
of the three age groups. In our population of human eyes, the
double-pass device always provided a lower MTF, meaning
that there were either some very high-order residual aberra-
tions or some scattering not detected by the aberrometer, but
affecting the double-pass MTF. It must be noted that for most
subjects �11 out of 19�, the measurement error in both devices
is of the same order of magnitude as the difference between
the aberrometric and double-pass mean values. If we perform
a t-test on the corresponding Strehl ratios �that is, the volumes
under the bidimensional MTFs�, we find that for these 11
eyes, the difference is not statistically significant �p	0.05�.
However, in the oldest group �Fig. 6�c��, most eyes presented
a clear difference between the aberrometric and double-pass
Strehl ratios �p
0.05 for five out of seven eyes�. Therefore,
in this group of subjects, an aberrometer would not provide a
complete measure of the ocular optical quality, but a biased
measure somewhat higher, and hence it would overestimate
the real optical performance. If we compare the three panels
of Fig. 6, there is a clear trend of the two MTFs to decline
with age, as expected.40 In addition, both MTFs tend to sepa-
rate, which suggests a changing balance between coarse and
fine details of the wavefront with age. In other words, aberra-
tions seem to increase with age, but scattering �and very high-
order aberrations� increases more. Experimental errors limit
the sensitivity of this method so that differences are signifi-
cant only in older eyes, but the increasing relative contribu-
tion of scattering becomes patent in these average MTFs.

Our analysis of the corners of the double-pass images al-
ways showed a nonzero average intensity, even after back-
ground subtraction, but the calculated threshold level varied
only in a small amount between subjects �average value:
12±5 gray levels�. In addition, we could not find any signifi-
cant correlation between age and that residual intensity
�r=−0.096, p=0.697�. This result means that the source of
this stray light would be age independent, and thus probably
linked to backscattering from the different optical surfaces of
the experimental system and the eye �cornea and lens sur-

Fig. 7 Root-mean-square �RMS� roughness of the equivalent diffuser
versus age �all subjects�. The continuous line corresponds to the linear
regression �r=0.503, p=0.028�. The dashed line shows the roughness
expected from the CIE small angle disability glare equation ��
=0.027 �m�.
faces�.
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As for the parameters of the scattering model, Fig. 7 shows
he dependence of the equivalent diffuser roughness �i.e.,
tandard deviation of Wscat� with age. The resulting average
oughness for each age group is 0.038±0.018 �m �30’s�,
.049±0.015 �m �40’s�, and 0.062±0.011 �m �60’s�. Al-
hough we can observe a tendency toward a gradual increase
f roughness with age, a linear regression �roughness versus
ge� provided a low Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient �
=0.503, p=0.028�, due to the high spreading of the data,
ven within each age group. In fact, only the difference be-
ween the youngest and oldest groups was statistically signifi-
ant. Therefore, concerning the amount of intraocular scatter-
ng, our measurements showed considerable variability
mong subjects, as well as an average trend toward an in-
rease with age, which is consistent with previous findings.41

Figure 8 displays the dependence with age of the correla-
ion length r0 of the equivalent diffuser for all subjects. The
esulting correlation length, averaged over all subjects, is
57±151 �m, showing a considerable amount of variability
almost 100%� among subjects. This value is much higher
han that expected from the size of possible ocular scatterers
about 10 �m�. The group averages were 337±238 �m
30’s�, 123±82 �m �40’s�, and 88±30 �m �60’s�, respec-
ively, which suggests a progressive decrease of the correla-
ion length with age, but again the correlation between both

agnitudes is weak �r=−0.457, p=0.049�. Such values of
he correlation length are associated to narrow scattering halos
nd hence a prevalence of forward, small-angle scattering
ver wide-angle scattering. Another way to understand these
esults is that in young eyes, with a high correlation length of
37 �m, what we are measuring is not scattering, but most
robably we are measuring the effect of very high-order ab-
rrations, not detected by the aberrometer. Nonetheless, there
re a few eyes with much lower r0 values, suggesting a
learer effect of scattering. In fact, the observed decrease of r0
ith age may mean a real increase of scattering. Nevertheless,

s we discuss next, these results could be somewhat biased
ue to our measurement method, which has limitations to
easure low intensity, wide-angle scattering halos.

Discussion
ur results so far support the presence of both very high-order

berrations and scattering, which cannot be detected by cur-
ent aberrometers. For young eyes, very high-order aberra-
ions with long correlation length of about 1 /3 mm seems to
xplain the difference between aberrometric and double-pass
TFs, whereas we can observe an increase in forward, small-

ngle scattering with age. Nevertheless, the amount of in-
raocular scattering in normal young eyes seems close to the
ensitivity of our experimental method, and hence relatively
mportant systematic biases could be present.

First of all, double-pass measurements could be affected
y backscattering from ocular surfaces other than the retina,
specially from the anterior corneal surface in healthy eyes, or
rom the lens mostly in cataractous eyes. Although light com-
ng from these layers is highly defocused on the CCD plane,
ts effect cannot be totally discarded. The impact of this even
tray light on the modulation transfer function can be reduced
y thresholding double-pass images, but this approach could

otentially bias the MTF in eyes with increased forward scat-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 044018-
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tering �corneal haze, cataracts, etc.�. In normal eyes, retinal
light levels at the visual fields corresponding to the image
corners �2.6 deg� are insignificant compared to the central
maximum �below 10−4�. However, in pathological eyes these
corner levels could be significantly higher, due to an increased
scattering halo, and thus thresholding could eliminate, to
some degree, an important part of actual forward-scattered
light unintentionally.

The difference between the aberrometric and double-pass
MTFs was often masked by the measurement error. Experi-
mental noise is a known issue in aberrometry, where modest
signal-to-noise ratios �SNRs� of the order of 10 are
common.42 In the present dual system, we found a slightly
better performance of the double-pass device, which might be
caused by the different number of samples taken by each sub-
system in a single measurement �37 in the case of LRT versus
1 in the double-pass device�.

In spite of this experimental variability, eight eyes still
showed a statistically significant difference between devices,
five of them corresponding to eyes previously identified as
precataractous. Hence, there is not a complete correspondence
between eyes with a statistically significant difference of
MTFs and precataractous eyes. However, the diagnosis and
grading of early stage cataracts is itself a highly subjective
task for the clinician, involving a high level of uncertainty. In
addition, the relation between ocular backscattering �esti-
mated by means of the slit lamp� and forward scattering is not
exactly known yet. Although a higher SNR would be desir-
able both in aberrometric and double-pass measurements, in
the end it could be limited by the natural fluctuations and
movements of the optical system of the eye.

The differences between aberrometric and double-pass
MTFs were easily adjusted by a simple two-parameter phase
screen equivalent diffuser model. The root-mean-square
roughness � and the correlation length r0 �mean grain size�
are enough to fit the difference between both types of mea-
surements. These two parameters determine the amount of
scattering �roughness� and its spatial distribution �correlation
length�. The values of � and r0 measured support a dim and
compact scattering halo. In addition to the possible presence
of very high-order aberrations, the long correlation lengths

Fig. 8 Correlation length of the equivalent diffuser versus age. The
dashed line marks the expected correlation length from the CIE small
angle disability glare equation �18 �m�.
�157±151 �m� obtained could be partly explained by poten-
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ial bias in the double-pass measurements. In particular, the
imited field covered by the camera prevented us from record-
ng scattering halos beyond 2 deg. For the measured correla-
ion lengths r0, more than 95% of the scattered intensity
hould be preserved within a 4 deg width patch. According to
ur calculations, however, this percentage should drop to 70%
or r0=10 �m, and less than 10% for r0=1 �m. Hence,
ide-angle scattering halos �low correlation lengths� would

lways be underestimated, whereas small-angle scattering ha-
os would be favored by our measurement configuration. Con-
ersely, a limited visual field would tend to overestimate the
ctual r0. Additionally, in a first approximation, the peak in-
ensity of the scattering halo is proportional r0

2. This implies
hat, for a given roughness, the peak intensity in the halo
uickly decreases with the correlation length. Then, the dy-
amic range of the camera could be insufficient to capture the
hole double-pass aerial image, and again the system could
e neglecting a potential source of scattering. These limita-
ions �camera field of view and dynamic range� can hardly be
voided, since the spatial sampling is imposed by the Nyquist
heorem in double-pass setups, whereas an increased dynamic
ange would have to struggle with backscattering noise in the
nd.

The equivalent diffuser model can be used to compare our
esults with a standard disability glare function. Despite that
lare data are psychophysical and usually collected at higher
ngles than those involved here, there is a remarkable resem-
lance between the functional dependence with field angle
etween the scattering halo in our model �in the weak diffuser
pproximation� and that of the CIE small angle disability
lare equation �SADGE�.14 For the former,

�I��,��� =
S2n�2

�2f�2 E � exp�− k2�2�

��F0��,�� +
2�r0

2k2�2

S

1

�1 +
k2r0

2��2 + �2�
f�2 3/2� ,

�6�

here �I�� ,��� is the mean intensity distribution, S is the
upil area, n� is the refractive index, � the wavelength, f� the
ocal length, E the illuminance at the pupil plane, F0�� ,�� the
SF without diffuser, r0 the correlation length, k the wave
umber, � the RMS roughness, and �� ,�� are spatial coordi-
ates. Since ���2+�2� / f�2�1/2�� for small angles, the angu-
ar behavior is quite similar to the CIE SADGE,

Lveil

Eglare
=

10

�3 + �1 + � age

62.5
�4 �

5

�2 , �7�

here Lveil is the equivalent veiling luminance �cd/m2�,
glare is the glare illuminance on the eye �lux�, � is the glare
ngle �deg�, and “age” is the age of the subject �years�. There-
ore, despite the different nature of the physical �intensity of
he scattering halo� and psychophysical �disability glare func-
ion� magnitudes, both expressions correspond basically to the
ame function of �−3 at small angles, thus allowing us a direct
athematical equality. In this way, it is possible to find the

25
arameters � and r0 of an equivalent diffuser, which would
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produce a scattering halo compatible with the CIE small angle
disability glare equation. Thus, bearing in mind the different
nature of the two functions that we are equating, we find that
the equivalent diffuser for the CIE SADGE would have a
root-mean-square roughness �=0.027 �m and a correlation
length r0=18 �m �for a subject of 45 years�. If we now com-
pare with the average over all our subjects, the mean rough-
ness is 0.051±0.017 �m, and only the youngest group gives
a similar, but still higher, value �0.038±0.018 �m�. There-
fore, the amount of scattering detected in our experiment is
somewhat higher than that predicted by the CIE equation
�dashed line in Fig. 7�, in all subjects but two. Thus, the
average roughness of the equivalent diffuser is almost double
than that predicted from the CIE SADGE. There is an even
larger discrepancy for the correlation lengths. While the dis-
ability glare equation would yield a value that is compatible
with the possible scatterers �cells, fibers, etc.� in the eye, our
results for young eyes, r0=337 �m, suggest the presence of
very high-order aberrations rather than scattering.

Finally, we can compare our results with three similar re-
cent studies on the effect of aging on ocular light
scattering.17,26,27 Kuroda et al.17 used a single measurement
with a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor ��m=840 nm� to
determine both aberrations and scattering. An empirical scat-
tering index was used to estimate the amount of light scattered
in each eye. Although this index cannot be easily related to
our scattering parameters, it is interesting to note that they
found a weak, though significant, correlation �r=0.501, p
=0.001� between age and scattering. In another experiment,
more similar to ours, Shahidi and Yang26 used a Shack-
Hartmann wavefront sensor as well as a double-pass device to
measure the line-spread function, both working at 543-nm
wavelength. Basically, their light scattering index corresponds
to the total amount of light scattered, which in our model can
be expressed as the percentage 100� �1−exp�−k2�2��. They
found scattering to increase by a factor of 1.4 between 39 and
69 years; our results support an increase by 1.75 in the same
age range, which means a fairly good agreement. Neverthe-
less, the correlation between age and their light scattering
index �r=0.6, p=0.002� was superior to ours �r=0.503, p
=0.028�, which could be due to differences between the eye
populations examined �in particular, to their sparse sampling
of old eyes�. Finally, Díaz-Doutón et al.27 measured both ab-
errations and the double-pass aerial point-spread function ��
=780 nm�in several groups of subjects. Their results are sum-
marized through a parameter consisting of a fraction of Strehl
ratios. Such scattering parameters showed a considerable in-
crease, a factor of 3 between 39 and 69 years, which is about
double that found in similar experiments �1.4 in Shahidi and
Yang; 1.75 present study�. These differences can be explained
by the fact that these studies differ either in the wavelength
used, or in the scattering index or metric employed. Particu-
larly, the chosen wavelength is determinant to minimize or not
the contribution of scattering from deeper layers, and espe-
cially blood vessels from retina and choroid.

In spite of the known limitations in double-pass measure-
ments, our experimental method provided a quick, objective
assessment of ocular forward scattering; a magnitude more
directly related to visual quality than backward scattering. The

incorporation of scattering theory through the concept of
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quivalent diffuser allows a better quantitative analysis of the
esults. The characterization of the equivalent diffuser is
ather compact, as it can be reduced conveniently to only two
arameters. In this way, the overall optical quality of the eye
ould be reproduced by a set of Zernike coefficients �aberra-
ions� plus two scattering parameters �roughness and correla-
ion length�. Our results suggest that the incorporation of an
quivalent diffuser would be necessary not only for older but
lso for middle-aged subjects, whereas the optical quality of
ealthy, young eyes seems to be adequately described by the
berrometric measurements alone.

Some of the main approximations assumed here for normal
yes will not hold when the level of scattering increases, such
s in cataractous eyes. In fact, the weak diffuser approxima-
ion could fail even for early stage cataracts. Furthermore, for

ore developed stages of cataracts, volume scattering models
rather than the rough surface, or phase screen, model used
ere� will be necessary. Nevertheless, this will be the subject
f future work.
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